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the recent evolution of microfinance highlights the growing importance of available transparent informa-
tion regarding the financial performance of microfinance institutions (mfis).
 
growth opportunities for these institutions are closely linked to their ability to mobilise resources espe-
cially among private investors.
 
access to these commercial-related funds is generally linked to the availability of up-to-date and trans-
parent financial information which facilitates the ability to check an institution’s aptitude for covering all 
its costs.
 
this increased need for transparency has promoted the emergence of professional performance eva-
luators or rating agencies, and has further established definitions and measures used in performance 
evaluations.
  
in 2000, following ada’s initiative, a pilot programme consisting of 9 african mfis and 4 rating agencies 
was created in order to experiment with external performance evaluations of african mfis. the aim was 
to learn from them and make subsequent recommendations so as to better develop this new market 
among a larger number of mfis.
 
based on the results of this pilot programme the “african mfi performance evaluation forum” was set 
up in 2003 as a regular meeting point and discussion platform between mfis and rating agencies active 
in africa. the forum has since formally institutionalised into the african microfinance transparency fo-
rum (amt) and was registered as a legal entity in south africa in 2008.

in addition to its role as a discussion platform, amt has further established a rating agency code of 
conduct that all signatories must abide by as well a grievance panel to help solve any conflict that should 
arise between agencies and mfis. additionally, amt seeks to reinforce information services for both its 
members and the microfinance industry in general by regularly publishing updates of developments and 
trends in the african rating sector. 
 
this paper is the second transversal analysis of amt mfi member’s rating results. the study further 
includes data from several non-member mfis to source a larger pool of data in order to help draw fun-
damental conclusions on the african microfinance sector and the characteristics of rated mfis. the 
analysis was conducted by the rating agencies microrate, microfinanza rating and planet rating and 
indentifies both the developments and challenges that the african microfinance sector is facing.
  
this study is updated every 12 – 18 months and is presented during each amt general assembly. 
amt’s next meeting is due to be held in october 2008 in dakar, senegal. 

luc vandeweerd  kimanthi mutua 
amt coordinator  amt president   

foreword
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this study has been commissioned by the african 
microfinance transparency (amt) and is an upda-
te of the report completed in 2006 by the african 
mfi performance evaluation forum1. amt provi-
des a platform for discussion, analysis, feedback 
and information in the field of microfinance per-
formance evaluation, bringing together 15 african 
microfinance institutions and three agencies2 spe-
cialised in mfi evaluation and rating.
  
the study is based on the analysis of data taken 
from the most recent rating reports produced for 
amt members as well as the rating reports of se-
veral non-member african mfis. in addition, data 
from other reliable sources has been integrated in 
order to include a three-year database (2003 to 
2005) of mfis.
  
as shown in the table below, the database is 
composed of a range of very diverse institutions. 
the sampled mfis operate in 17 different african 
countries and vary highly in terms of legal form (17 
ngos, 13 cooperatives 5 limited companies and 
1 commercial bank), products offered (some col-
lect savings while others exclusively offer credit 
products) and scale of operations. in terms of size, 
al-amana in morocco has a loan portfolio of more 
than usd85 million and is the largest mfi of the 
sample whilst a number of mfis included have a 
loan portfolio amounting to less than usd2 million. 
in terms of the number of clients, at one end of 
the scale sits acsi in ethiopia with 394,374 active 
borrowers, and at the other end is mecref in niger, 
with approximately 1,400 active borrowers.
 

the mfis categorised by legal form and region are 
reported in the table below:

geographically, most of the mfis are based in west 
africa (61%), whilst east africa and mena mfis 
represent 19.5% each of the sample. concerning 
legal forms, cooperatives dominate in west africa, 
whilst the majority of mfis in east africa are limi-
ted companies and ngos. all mfis in the mena 
region are ngos.
 
in some instances, certain data and indicators 
were not available from the mfi and when this was 
the case they are omitted from the relevant ana-
lysis section. therefore, each analysis and sub-
sequent graphs do not necessarily include all 36 
institutions.
 
due to the small number of mfis included in the 
study, as well as the different characteristics and 
variety of contexts, the sample cannot be consi-
dered fully statistically relevant, and an in depth 
statistical investigation was not performed. ne-
vertheless, a qualitative descriptive analysis was 
undertaken.

1 The African MFI Performance Evaluation Forum formally institutionalised in 
2008 and has since become the African Microfinance Transparency Forum 
(AMT). AMT’s institutional profile can be found in annexe 4 
2 Microfinanza Rating, Microrate and Planet Rating.
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.1

3 However, one should keep in mind that PaR at the group level underestimates 
actual arrears to the extent that the group covers for its members who fall into 
arrears. 
4 This is most likely due to the western-African regulatory framework (PARMEC 
law), which requires for MFI to write-off all loans in arrears over 1 year.
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the largest source of risk for any financial insti-
tution resides in its loan portfolio. the loan port-
folio is normally by far the largest asset of an mfi 
but the quality of that asset and therefore the risk 
it poses to the institution can be quite difficult to 
measure. for microfinance institutions, whose 
loans are typically not backed by bankable colla-
teral, the quality of the portfolio is absolutely cru-
cial. fortunately, many microfinance institutions 
have learned how to maintain loan portfolios of 
very high quality. in fact, in many countries leading 
microfinance institutions typically outperform their 
commercial bank peers.
 
generally, the portfolio quality depends greatly on 
the credit methodology, but that is not to say they 
are correlated. indeed, a portfolio formed using 
village banking lending methods will have cer-
tain very distinct characteristics compared to one 
comprised of individual micro loans. at the same 
time, urban commerce micro loans have different 
risk characteristics to rural agro-related lending, 
guaranteed or not by land titles or other assets.
  
looking at our sample, we can stratify it according 
to the methodology: village banking, group len-
ding and individual lending. as shown in the table 
below, there are notable differences between the 
portfolio quality profiles of each methodology. 

this table illustrates what we generally see in the 
field: village banking and group loans are the most 
common methodologies we come across in africa 
(whereas in latin america for example, individual 
loans are predominate) and are usually inspired 
from successful latin-american or asian experien-
ces (e.g. grameen). the guarantee relies on the 
solidarity of group members and ultimately on peer 
pressure, which tends to work well and therefore 
corresponding par30 are lower3. nevertheless, 
we note that there is a clear trend towards indivi-
dual loans, especially in eastern africa. this is re-
flected in the higher proportion of mfis delivering 
both group and individual loans.
 
individual loans are a more recent development 
and have generally been introduced to allow the 
mfi to grow with its client base and to respond to 
its client’s needs. group lenders who diversify into 
individual loans are a case in point and in some 
instances they have not been able to adapt to the 
“new”, more analytical methodology. however, the 
calculated average for par30 and write-offs for 
the 2005 sample of mfis who deliver both indi-
vidual and group loans (14 mfis) shows that the 
mfis have learned from past experiences and have 
managed to improve the quality of their respective 
portfolios. 
 
for individual loans, the risk profile is naturally hi-
gher. although many loans are backed by physical 
collateral, it is not always easy to realize. accor-
dingly, par30 is significantly higher. 
 
the following graph gives an overall picture of the 
mfis from our sample (december 2005). whilst 
write-offs were generally low in 2004, we note 
a drastic increase, notably in niger and mali4 in 
2005.
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par 30 + write-offs according
to the methodology
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 mainly individual (4 mfis)
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although it has generally been assumed that risk 
coverage ratios would gradually decline as the 
microfinance industry matures, the graph hereun-
der reflects a continuous worrying trend. indeed, 
as par are increasing slightly whilst the risk cove-
rage ratio is steadily declining.
  
this is especially true for mfis within our sample 
who disburse an average loan size of less than 
$250. however this may be biased as a majority of 
the sample comprises west african mfis whose 
loan loss reserve levels are limited by law (see 
below).
 
for microfinance institutions, loan loss reserves 
are usually equal to 80% - 120% of portfolio at 
risk. these are much higher levels than maintai-
ned by most commercial banks. to some extent, 
these high reserves reflect an attitude of “when in 
doubt, be conservative” as microfinance still is a 
relatively new phenomenon and the risk profile of 
microfinance portfolios is still not well understood. 
furthermore, high loan loss reserves also take into 
account that micro-loan portfolios are often not 
well backed by collateral.
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par30 + write-off ratio
mfi < $250
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provision policies tend to differ according to the 
legal framework which, in some cases, may act as 
a constraint. the west-african parmec law, for 
example, stipulates a very clear – if inadequate - 
provisioning policy while other countries do not. 
padme, for example, was willing to increase its 
loan loss reserve but was constrained to do so by 
law. on the other hand, other west-african mfis 
have found an alternative solution to consolidating 
loan loss reserves (e.g. cms launched a loan in-
surance fund). according to our sample, the west-
african average for the (adjusted) risk coverage 
ratio is 37.7% in dec 2005 (2004: 45%), whereas 
it is at 91.1% (2004: 113%) for the rest of africa 
(mena and east africa).
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the comparative analysis of profitability is compli-
cated. first because a significant number of mi-
crofinance institutions still receive grants and sub-
sidised loans. “comparing apples with apples” is 
always a problem in microfinance because subsi-
dies are still widespread and accounting practices 
vary widely. besides, profitability indicators are 
an aggregate of so many factors, which makes it 
difficult to interpret. nevertheless, there are some 
interesting trends that can be discussed.
 
in order to refine the analysis, the cost structure of 
the mfis was initially examined as it largely defines 
the net margin. as illustrated on the graph 4.1 he-
reunder, the decrease in operating expenses indi-
cates a trend towards the industry’s maturity. this 
is particularly true for mfis disbursing an average 
loan size below $250, whereas mfis disbursing 
an average loan size above $250 already show 
quite stable operating expense ratios, as they are 
generally more mature. we can note that, since 
2003, these mfis have an operating expense ra-
tio which tends to stabilize around 18.5%. on the 
other hand, the provision expense seems to be 
decreasing. this is probably to leave room for in-
creased interest and fee expenses, which are likely 
to grow as mfis move more towards commercial 
sources of funding (see graph 4.2). 

as profitability is often a function of how much 
mfis charge their clients, we’ve included the port-
folio yield in the graph. as competition in almost all 
markets is increasing, mfis are under pressure to 
reduce interest rates that they charge clients.
  
to counteract this, mfis will have to become more 
efficient. in so doing, operating expenses need to 
be reduced so that mfis can absorb both provi-
sion expenses and costs of funding.
  
another interesting trend, as illustrated in the 
graph below, is that returns on equity, for mfis 
disbursing an average loan size below $250, have 
been increasing along with indebtedness (gra-
ph 5.1). this only reinforces the assumption that  

profiTabiliTy
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graph 4.1
net margin analysis
mfis < $250
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graph 4.2
net margin analysis
mfis > $250
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higher interest and fee expenses are expected to 
further rise. this is true for both deposit taking and 
non-deposit taking mfis.

concluSIon on PortFolIo QualIty 
and ProFItabIlIty

 in general, we notice a slight increase in par30 
while the risk coverage ratio tends to decrease.

 in a context of growth and increasing compe-
tition, the trend is towards individual lending. 
however, the methodology has not been fully 
mastered by a number of mfis and this is reflec-
ted in higher par.

 on the other hand, as mfis move more toward 
commercial sources of funding, their funding cost 
increases. while this trend is likely to continue, 
it puts further pressure on their cost structure 
(leaving little room for an increase in provisioning 
expense). 

 as mfis have acquired experience and impro-
ved efficiencies, operating expense ratios have 
declined. however, future developments such as 
mis updates or new product development are 
likely to negatively impact on this ratio, putting 
pressure on margins.

 as competition is likely to rise, mfis will have 
to maintain competitive interest rates, which will 
also put pressure on profitability.

.2profiTabiliTy
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this chapter analyses the funding structure of the 
rated mfis in relation to their legal status and regu-
latory environment. the chapter will then continue 
with a more in-depth analysis of the cost of funds 
and the structure of both debt and savings that 
the mfis are able to attract. before coming to the 
main conclusions a comparison is made between 
8 smaller saccos rated in uganda.

3.1 InFluEncE oF thE lEgal StatuS5

the choice of the legal status has a major influen-
ce on the funding structure of the mfis. in the 
sample we distinguish between four legal forms: 
banks, savings and credit cooperatives, non-bank 
financial institutions (nbfi) and non-governmental 
organizations (ngo). in the context of this report 
an nbfi is defined as a company limited by shares 
or guarantee that is either regulated (e.g. acsi or 
cmfl) or unregulated (e.g. faulu uganda). an-
nexe 1 contains an overview of the entire sample 
and their classification.
 
the total sample only contains one bank: socremo 
– banco de microfinanças of mozambique. as this 
bank is not representative of microfinance oriented 
banks in africa in general it has been omitted from 
the analysis reducing the number of legal forms to 
three. interested readers are referred to the speci-
fic rating report of socremo.6

 
before going into more detail of the funding struc-
tures let us first examine the leverage ratio per legal 
status as highlighted in graph 67. the cooperatives 
show a relatively stable trend with a small increase 
in 2005. nbfis and ngos show a more signifi-
cant increase with the ngos almost doubling their 
leverage between 2003 and 2005. as expected 
ngos overall show the lowest leverage as they 
are often highly capitalized by donations. as we 
will see below, the funding structures of ngos 

that pursue financial intermediation are quite dif-
ferent to those that do not.8 as could be expected, 
the ngos that do collect savings show a higher 
leverage then those that do not.

by examining the funding structures of the diffe-
rent types of mfis in more detail, see graph 7, we 
notice that the legal status highly influences the 
funding structure of the mfis. cooperatives based 
in west and central africa obtain more than 55% 
of their financing from deposits. the trend over the 
three year period is relatively stable although most 
notably the increase in leverage is due to an in-
crease in debt rather than an increase in savings.
 
the nbfis, mostly from east africa, show a more 
balanced funding structure. even more so than for 
the cooperatives, the increase in leverage is fully 
due to a significant increase of debt in the funding 
structure from 15% in 2003 to 29% in 2005 where 
even a reduction in the percentage of savings in 
the funding structure is observed.
 
when looking at the average funding structure of 
ngos, only a relatively small portion of it is ta-
ken up by savings. when distinguishing between 
ngos that do and do not take savings, there are si-
gnificant differences to be seen. ngos that do not 
take savings are dependent on only debt and equity  
for their financing. over the three year period a  

sTrucTures of financing of The insTiTuTions 
Transversal analysis
of mfi performance
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3.

5 Kondo Jigima has been omitted from the sample as it has negative equity. 
6 Planet Rating (2006) GIRAFE Rating Socremo – Banco de Microfinanças.
7 For the sake of comparative analysis Graph 6 shows the leverage of the 
average funding structure as shown in Graph 7 for each institutional type. It 
should be noted that this results in slightly different average leverage ratios 
than if the average of the leverage ratios of each institution itself would be 
calculated.
8 The sample contains seven NGOs that collect savings and nine that do not, 
see Annexe 2.
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significant increase in the percentage of debt can 
be seen for these ngos although their overall le-
verage remains low. the ngos that do take sa-
vings show a more or less equal growth in debt 
and savings.
 
this data underlines the international debate that 
has recently emerged on the topic that debt, 
mostly from international fund providers, has been 
crowding out savings mobilization. with the ex-
ception of ngos collecting savings, leverage for 
mfis in africa has increased because of debt ra-
ther than savings. notwithstanding, one should 
note that average savings volumes have grown by 
50% and 49% respectively for cooperatives and 
nbfis and 94% for deposits-taking ngos from 
2003 to 2005. 

3.2 InFluEncE oF local lEgISlatIon

in addition to the legal status that has been cho-
sen, the local legislation in the country/region of 
intervention also has a major influence on the fun-
ding structure of the institutions.
 
in east africa sources of funding are diversified 
and national regulations are generally more favou-
rable for microfinance activities.

 in uganda and ethiopia, for example, equity fun-
ding and savings collection are authorized and 
commercial loans (both from local and inter-
national sources) are available. in uganda, the 
micro finance deposit-taking institutions (mdi) 
act, issued in 2003, has revolutionized the mi-
crofinance industry although to date only 4 mdis 
exist. it makes it possible for institutions to open 
their capital for private investors9 and to under-
take activities of financial intermediation with the 
possibility of voluntary saving collection.

 in kenya a new law has recently been approved 
that is similar to the mdi-law in uganda. in the short 
term it is however expected that only three mfis will 
transform, one of which is kwft, the only kenyan 
mfi in the sample that currently does not take depo-
sits.

 in tanzania however, it should be noted that ptf 
is the only mfi in the sample that operates with a 
ngo status and is not authorized to collect savings 
(at the date of the rating report).

 
in the mena region, equity investments and sa-
vings collection are prohibited for microfinance 
institutions. thus, all the institutions of our sample 
have had to operate under the ngo status and 
have relied on subsidies and loans.

 in tunisia, the legal environment for microfinance is  
governed by the organic law n° 99-67 of July 15, 
1999 and strictly limits microfinance activities,  

9 The individual share of each shareholder is however limited to 30% of total 
capital. Exemptions exist for FINCA Uganda for example which remains held 
at 100% by FINCA International.
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notably with the existence of an interest rate cap  
of 5%10. enda is the only institution authorized 
to operate in derogation of the interest rate cap. 
this special environment, not very conducive to 
the development of microfinance, resulted until 
2005 in the fact that enda had to rely almost ex-
clusively on subsidies (93% of its funding base 
in dec. 2004). since then the institution has, 
however, been able to access commercial fun-
ding from both international and tunisian banks 
increasing its percentage of debt in its funding 
base to 32% as of dec. 2005.

 in morocco, in spite of the impossibility to collect 
savings and a potential end of vat exemption for 
microfinance operations, mfis benefit from a 
more favourable environment11. they can rely on 
massive donations channelled to mfis by the go-
vernment (e.g. hassan ii funds) or international 
cooperation (e.g. usaid, eu, etc.) and have the 
possibility to borrow from local banks and from 
international microfinance fund providers (eib, 
dexia, cordaid, etc.). a major innovation 
making it possible for some large mfis to raise 
funds on the moroccan capital markets12 could 
be launched soon in this country.

 
in west africa (umoa zone), microfinance activi-
ties are regulated by the law n° 95-03 known as 
«parmec» law13 which is an adaptation of the exis-
ting banking regulation. the main characteristic of 
this law, in terms of funding, is that it offers mfis 
in the umoa zone which operate under the coope-
rative status (rcpb in burkina faso, pamecas 
and acep in senegal, kafo Jiginew in mali, 
etc.), the option to collect savings from their mem-
bers. savings are thus used as the major source 
of funding of credit activities in this region. they 
represent (for the sample mfis at the date of the 
reports) more than 69% of total funding resources 
in burkina faso, 63% in niger, 56% in togo and 
53% in senegal. on the other hand, the creation 
of commercial microfinance entities, with potential 

for funding in equity, is made particularly difficult 
whilst not impossible14 under the parmec law. 
for cooperatives, the law states that a member of 
the shareholding can claim one and only one vote, 
despite the number of shares she/he holds15. the 
parmec law is expected to be modified in 2008 
or 2009, following long and large consultations. 
many improvements are awaited, including the re-
moval of caps on maximum interest rates (currently 
at 27% per annum), the possibility of private for-
profit entities to obtain permanent licences and the 
optimisation of prudential norms. 

before going into more detail on the nature and 
specificities of the debt and savings that the mfis 
are able to attract we will first look at the cost of 
these funds.

3.3 coSt oF FundS

the cooperatives show the lowest funding expen-
se ratio which is due to the fact that their sources 
of funding are mainly deposits which carry relati-
vely low interest rates. nbfis on the other hand 
show the highest funding expense ratios. the main 

3.

10 The Tunisian microfinance sector is organized by the Tunisian Solidarity 
Bank which ensures the refinancing of Tunisian microcredit associations. The 
latter can lend only with interest rates of less than 5% per annum, with a 
maximum amount of EUR 2,409 for productive credit and EUR 421 for loans 
for improvement of living conditions. Maximum duration of credits is limited 
to 3 years.
11 The regulation of the sector was initiated in 1999 (Dahir N° 1-99-16) and 
then supplemented, in particular in 2004, in order to widen the scope of 
authorized operations for microfinance institutions (housing loans, ..). The 
current law offers MFIs a VAT exemption for five years starting from their 

authorization date. Many MFIs are reaching the end of this exemption period, 
and their financial operations could be subject soon to a VAT tax of 7%. 
However negotiations are underway to obtain an extension of the exemption 
period. 
12 A request for commercial papers emission on the market was deposited by 
AL AMANA at the Moroccan Market Regulation Authorities.
13 Law adopted on December 17, 1993 by the governing instances of the 
UMOA and supplemented by various specific decrees adopted by each 
member country.
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reason for this is that they are more dependent 
on funding which is increasingly granted on com-
mercial terms. the increase in the average funding 
expense ratio for nbfis from 2004 to 2005 is due 
to cmfl uganda, who accessed commercial bor-
rowings for the first time in 2004 and increased 
their funding expense ratio from 4.2% in 2004 to 
10.4% in 2005. without cmfl the average fun-
ding expense ratio for the nbfis would have been 
5.1% in 2005.
 
ngos show a significant increase in their funding 
expense ratio over the three year period from 1.7% 
in 2003 to 3.0% in 2005. on one hand, this can be 
explained by the increase in leverage which almost 
doubled in the three years under review. on the 
other hand subsidised debt is slowly being repla-
ced by commercial funding. interestingly enough, 
deposit taking ngos have a higher funding ex-
pense ratio than their non-deposit taking peers. 
however, this is due to the mfi wages that has a 
significantly higher funding expense ratio. without 
wages the average funding expense ratio for de-
posit taking ngos is only 2.3% in 2005.

when looking at the size of the mfis in relation to 
the funding expense ratio there is no significant 
correlation. the five mfis that have a funding ex-
pense ratio over 5% are all relatively small mfis 
(total assets less than usd10 million). however, 
the other mfis with assets of less than usd20 

million have an average funding expense ratio simi-
lar to that of their larger brothers, i.e. 2.4% versus 
2.2%.

3.4 dEbt

looking at the structure of debt there are different 
trends that can be distinguished:
 access to debt: almost all institutions have ac-
cess to commercial debt even though subsidised 
debt is still widely used, even for mature institu-
tions. only small cooperatives in niger, mali and 
chad that are part of this sample have not yet 
accessed debt of any kind.

 interest rates: given that most mfis acces-
sing debt have both commercial and subsi-
dised debt, interest rates vary widely from                                                                                                                                             
0% to over 20%. overall interest rates tend to 
be higher in east africa than in west africa and 
mena.

 international funds: international debt is highly 
concentrated in east africa and mena whereas 
only a few mfis in west africa have accessed 

14 Non-cooperatives can obtain a special license to conduct microfinance 
operations, but the supervision authorities have been reluctant to provide 
these to commercial entities and have preferred to grant it to associations.
15 Which is against the logic of commercial funding in equity which links the 
number of shares detained with the number of voices represented.
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debt from international funds. west african mfis 
access mainly local commercial debt and depend 
less on debt as they mobilise more savings.

 foreign exchange risk: most east african insti-
tutions that access international debt in foreign 
currency have established simple mechanisms to 
protect against foreign exchange risk. the most 
frequent mechanism is back-to-back loans: de-
positing hard currency at a fixed exchange rate in 
a local commercial bank and obtaining a loan in 
local currency. there are still mfis that do face 
significant foreign exchange risks however.

 interest rate risk: overall interest rate risk is limi-
ted as most mfis borrow on fixed terms or based 
on euribor or libor which fluctuate within relati-
vely limited margins.

 maturity of debt: almost all institutions having 
access to debt obtained loans with long term 
conditions (more than one year maturity). howe-
ver, debt from local commercial banks tends to 
have a shorter maturity (around 2 years) than 
debt from international funds.

3.5 SavIngS

almost all mfis have a percentage of compulsory 
deposits used as collateral for loans. the remain-
der is composed of voluntary savings which are 
either demand deposits or fixed deposits. fixed 
deposits however are slow to develop and in ge-
neral only represent a small part of total voluntary 
deposits.
 
liquidity risk is unavoidable for institutions taking 
deposits. in general, compulsory deposits create 
more stability as they cannot be withdrawn before 
full payment of the loans. voluntary savings are 
mainly demand deposits that can be withdrawn at 
any moment as fixed deposits are slow to deve-
lop. however, overall, the risk of mass withdrawal  
of deposits is low due to a) historically, deposit-

taking mfis show strong stability of their demand 
deposits, and b) the concentration of deposits is 
low, with an average deposit per depositor of 209 
usd for all mfis in this sample.
 

however, few mfis have established sophistica-
ted liquidity projection techniques to date. mfis 
usually follow simple liquidity rules, although not 
always consistently. for instance, in west africa, 
some mfis decide not to disburse demand depo-
sits even if the levels of liquidity are high enough.
 
graph 11 shows liquidity levels as a percentage of 
savings as well as the savings as a percentage of 
loan portfolio. with three exceptions (miselini mali, 
ptf tanzania and acep senegal) all deposit-taking 
mfis keep liquidity higher than 20% of their depo-
sits. mfis with low levels of intermediation (savings  
< 50% of portfolio) show strong liquidity cushions 
compared to deposits. west and central african coo-
peratives that finance more than 50% of their portfolio 

3.
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paseca kayes 100%

ucec pala 83%

crédit rural de guinée 81%

mcpec 79%
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.3

by deposits have quite an irregular liquidity level, 
which is emblematic of the regional weaknesses of 
regulation and the influence of agricultural cycles.
  

3.6 a comParISon wIth ugandan SaccoS17 

as a last section in this chapter, a comparison is 
made between the large african mfis in the sam-
ple and 8 smaller ugandan saccos. the uganda 
rating fund was set-up to create transparency 
in the operations of the unregulated, or tier iv, 
institutions in uganda. as of march 2007, twelve 
mini-ratings were conducted of which eight were 
of saccos. the average asset size of these eight 
saccos is 399,569 usd with an average num-
ber of members of 2249 and an average number of 
active borrowers of 543. the following compares 
these eight saccos to their african peers.
 funding structure: the funding structure of the 
small ugandan saccos is very similar to that 
of the west african larger cooperatives with ave-
rage savings of 59% and limited debt. the total 
range of savings as a percentage of the funding 

 

 base varies between 24% and 90%.
 leverage: the leverage ratio is relatively low at 
2.1x, both as a result of lack of access to bor-
rowings as well as a conscious focus by several 
saccos to raise members share capital.

 funding expense ratio: with an average funding 
expense ratio of 4.1% this is almost double the 
ratio of west african larger cooperatives and 
close to the ratio of nbfis. the main reason for 
this is that interest rates on savings are generally 
higher in uganda as compared to west africa.

 debt: the only debt obtained by these rated sac-
cos is from the government microfinance sup-
port center ltd. (msc) at 13% for commercial  
on-lending and 9% for agricultural on-lending. 
the maximum percentage of debt in the funding 
base is 30% of the entire sample.

 deposits: there is a large variety between the 
saccos rated on percentage of voluntary sa-
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liquidity levels in relation to savings16

 savings / portfolio 
 liquidity / savings

16 Data for KAFO, PAMECAS, RCPB and WAGES no 2005 data was 
available.
17 The ratings discussed here are ‘mini-ratings’ and were performed by Planet 
Rating and funded by the Uganda Rating Fund. The final reports are available 
on http://www.ratingfund.or.ug/ 
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vings. however, on average there are more than 
four times as many savers as active borrowers. 
some saccos do offer fixed deposits and one 
sacco even offered an investment service into 
treasury bills for one of its institutional clients.

 liquidity management: adequate liquidity mana-
gement is virtually absent in almost all saccos 
with often highly volatile liquidity levels. average 
liquidity as a percentage of savings is 37% for the 
entire sample, but two out of the eight saccos 
have less than 20% of their savings in liquid as-
sets.

concluSIonS

 funding structures indicate that most growth is 
funded by access to debt rather than by savings, 
which underwrites the hypothesis that internatio-
nal debt is crowding out local savings mobiliza-
tion.

 however, savings have grown by more than 50% 
on average in a two year time span (2003-2005) 
and are a major source of funding for the institu-
tions authorized to collect it, especially the west 
african cooperatives.

 commercial debt, especially international debt, 
remains limited on the continent when compared 
to other regions in the world. mena and east 
africa (with the exception of ethiopia) access 
most of the international debt as a result of the 
national regulatory systems.

3.
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.4

as already mentioned, we analysed the performan-
ce in terms of efficiency and productivity of the 
sample 34 african mfis rated by the three specia-
lised rating agencies over the last three years.
 
an mfi can be considered efficient when it minimi-
ses the costs of delivering services. the efficiency 
of an mfi can be calculated in various ways but 
primarily two indicators are used:
 
 operating Expense ratio 

 operating expenses / average gross portfolio
 cost per borrower

 operating expenses / average number 
 of borrowers

productivity quantifies the staff efforts to deliver an 
mfi’s output. productivity can be measured using 
several different indicators. as loans are generally 
the core business of an mfi, the analysis is usually 
focused on productivity associated with credit de-
livery, mainly using the followings indicators:
 
 loan officer productivity

 number of borrowers/total number of loan offi- 
 cers. the number of loans per loan officer re- 
 flects field staff productivity. 
 Staff productivity 

 number of borrowers/total number of personnel 
 
given that one of the main drivers of efficiency and 
productivity is the size of the loans disbursed, the 
analysis of the sample was mainly based on a par-
tition of the sample into two groups: mfis with an 
average outstanding loan smaller than usd 250 
(which we will call mfis<250) and mfis with an 
average larger than usd 250 (denominated in the 
text as mfis>250). the amount of usd 250 is a 
good proxy of the median distribution of the ave-
rage outstanding loans for each of the three years, 
moreover each of the two sub-samples of mfis in-
clude 17 institutions.

in addition to this partition, when needed, other re-
levant characteristics of the mfi (such as region, 
institutional type and size) were analysed.

4.1 EFFIcIEncy IndIcatorS

the trend of the operating expense ratio for the 
considered sample is positive with a slow but 
progressive reduction of the ratio over the three 
years of analysis, from 31,1% in 2003, to 27,0% 
in 2005. nevertheless, a more detailed analysis 
shows that there are two different trends: mfis 
with an average outstanding loan smaller than 
usd 250 present a strong decline during the three 
years, from 39,3% to 31,8%, while mfis>250 
show a constant ratio around 22%. this is partly 
explained by the different composition of the two 
groups. mfis<250 includes several small ngos 
with strong growth which allows them to exploit 
economies of scale (usually smaller mfis presents 
stronger gains in terms of economies of scale). 
on the contrary, mfis>250 include several large/
medium institutions with less space for increasing 
their efficiency (see below). in addition, the group 
includes a number of mfis which present a rele-
vant negative trend in terms of efficiency (as for 
example mcpec, umec, kondo Jigima) which 
counterbalance the positive or steady trend of 
other mfis.

however, in order to judge more fairly the real level 
of efficiency achieved by an mfi, it is necessary 
to consider simultaneously both efficiency indica-
tors, namely the operating expense ratio and the 
cost per borrower.
  
as expected, the graph on cost per borrower 
ratio shows that there are large differences in 
terms of cost per borrower between mfis<250 
and mfis>250, with an average value for the first 
group for the three years equal to usd 44 and a 
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graph 15
relationship cost per borrower + op. expense ratio - 
2005

 <250
 >250

value three times larger (usd 138) for the second 
group. in terms of dynamic, the ratio presents a 
bell shaped dynamic both for the whole sample 
whether they are mfis>250 or mfis<250. one of 
the determinants of the cost per borrower is the 
average loan provided by the microfinance institu-
tions. it is then worth comparing the evolution of 
the average active loan and the cost per borrower 
for our sample. as shown in the graph, the dyna-
mic of the two ratios follow a similar trend, espe-
cially in the case of mfis>250 and for the whole 
sample of institutions.

the joint analysis of both efficiency indicators 
achieves a fairer analysis especially for the insti-
tutions which disburse smaller loans, and there-
fore, target poorer clients. in terms of individual 
performance, a wide dispersion of the operating 
expense ratio from 6% for acsi in ethiopia to 
67% of mcpec in niger is noticeable. similarly, 
the distribution of the cost per borrower is rather 
wide, ranging from usd 12 for acsi ethiopia to 
usd 326 for socremo mozambico.

 

nevertheless, the joint analysis of the two ratios 
graphed above confirms a certain negative rela-
tionship between operating cost ratio and cost per 
borrower. in particular, mfis with a higher average 
outstanding loans (mfis>250) are more concen-
trated towards a structure of high cost per bor-
rower and less cost on the active portfolio (red 
points) apart from a few exceptions (both negative 
and positive exceptions). in the case of mfis<250, 
while all mfis are characterized by low cost per 
borrower, some also manage to be very efficient 
in terms of operating expenses (acsi, kafo, pa-
sec and zakoura have a ratio of less than 20% in 
2005).
 
one of the more relevant exceptions to this ne-
gative relationship includes acsi ethiopia, which 
mainly delivers  group loans and shows simulta-
neous low cost per borrower, low operating expen-
se ratio, and a low average outstanding balance 
(usd 113), although it includes the collection of 
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savings in its services. similarly, paseca kayes 
in mali and cveca office du niger are very effi-
cient in terms of both ratios, despite the fact that 
they collect savings (100% of voluntary savings for 
paseca and 15% for cveca) and mostly provide 
individual loans. on the contrary, mcpec niger 
as well as cmfl uganda are characterized by 
high values for both indicators. 

another relevant characteristic in terms of effi-
ciency is the size of the institution. for instance, 
if we apply the division of the mix for african ins-
titutions in terms of size, the results for the opera-
ting expense ratio seem to confirm the existence 
of economies of scale, with a significant differen-
ce between small institutions (with an average of 
36,1% in 2005) and large institutions (on average 
15,8% in 2005).

the trends of the different categories are also dif-
ferent with the smaller mfis presenting a stron-
ger decrease in this ratio compared to the large 
ones,18 due also to the fact that they have a greater 
possibility to exploit economies of scale.
 
the analysis of the correlation between the ope-
rating expense ratio and the size of the portfolio 
for individual data confirms the existence of a ne-
gative correlation, although it seems that most of 
the economies of scale are exploited up to usd 10 
million in size.

size

small                                   portfolio < 2.000.000 us$

medium     2.000.000 us$ < portfolio < 8.000.000 us$

large                                   portfolio < 8.000.000 us$

18 The trend of the medium MFIs is bell-shaped due also the fact that in 2004 
some MFIs classified as small in 2003 joined the category but with a lower 
efficiency compared the other medium MFIs and this increased the average of 
the whole medium category.
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in terms of regional performance, the analysis 
found relevant differences. in particular mfis 
in mena countries show a very rapid decrease 
in operational expenses (from 38,8% in 2003 to 
25% in 2005) with a very similar pattern reported 
by the microbanking bulletin (mbb) in that region. 
in terms of cost per borrower, they are the most 
efficient. the trend of the operating expense ratio 
is decreasing also in east africa (even if the strong 
decrease in 2005 is powerfully biased by the re-
duction of the ratio for socremo from 53% in 2004 
to 13% in 2005) while in west africa the ratio is 
substantially flat and is the lowest during all the 
periods. these trends reflect in part the different 
composition of the sector into the two sub regions. 
the mbb africa ratio declines more rapidly than 
our total sample for africa but stays at similar le-
vels during the last two years (2004 and 2005).

the analysis of legal status confirms the higher 
efficiency in terms of operating expense ratio of 
cooperatives, thanks to the fact that they often use 
voluntary staff and to an average outstanding loan 
size almost three times higher that ngos and li-
mited companies. the two latter categories have 
an operating expense ratio 10% higher than coo-
peratives in 2005 (21,2% for the cooperatives, 
30,1% for the ngos and 33,8% for the limited 
companies) confirming the inverse relation exis-
ting between operating expense ratio and average 
outstanding balance. in terms of trends, coope-
ratives confirm a stable path while ngos show a 
consistent declining trend over the three year ana-
lysis period. the data for banks comprises only 
one institution and it is not very significant.

4.

graph 19
cost per borrower
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graph 20
operating expense ratio
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.4

4.2 ProductIvIty IndIcatorS19

 
the sample of african and mena mfis shows 
a quite different trend of the two peer-groups of 
mfis>250 and mfis<250 in terms of productivity. 
in the first case, both the loan officer productivity 
and the staff productivity are quite stable during 
the three year period of analysis. on average (for 
the three years) the first indicator is equal to 302 
and the second is equal to 129. 

the group mfis<250 on the other hand presents a 
quite positive dynamic for both ratios with loan of-
ficer productivity which increase from 364 in 2003 
to 397 in 2005 and a staff productivity from 209 in 
2003 to 234 in 2005.
 
in terms of regional peer groups, loan officer 
productivity of mfi in mena countries presents 
a slight increase with values nevertheless always 
higher than the regional mbb. the trend of east 
africa is flat and quite low around 250 while west 
africa has a high level of productivity (with a po-
sitive dynamic with an increase from 426 in 2003 
to 460 in 2005). similarly, in this case, the mbb 
benchmark and our group which includes all the 
african mfis present very similar values for all of 
the three years.
 
focusing on the individual data, it is possible to 
discern very noticeable variations in productivity. 
the strong differences in terms of organisation, 
lending methodologies and context of operations 
contribute to explaining these differences. for ins-
tance, in terms of loan officer productivity, perfor-
mances range from 1016 clients per loan officer 
for credit rural de guinée, to 86 for socremo, 
although the strong difference in terms of average 
outstanding loans (usd 35 for credit rural de gui-
née and usd 836 for socremo) partially explain 
the difference.

19 For the productivity analysis, the sample considers only 29 MFIs due to 
some missing data.
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staff productivity
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4.

In conclusion, the institutions in the sample on 
average present a positive albeit not very dynamic 
trend throughout the three years of analysis, both 
in terms of efficiency and in productivity. never-
theless, upon closer inspection it can be observed 
that different trends coexist in the sample. institu-
tions characterized by a smaller average outstan-
ding loan amount (less than usd 250) present a 
definitely stronger dynamic where the increased 
efficiency is driven by an increased productivity, 
even if they begin from a high cost structure (es-
pecially in terms of operating expense ratio). on 
the contrast, the second group (with average outs-
tanding loans larger than usd 250) seems very 
static with constant ratios over the three years. 
this is partially due to the different characteris-
tics of the two sub-groups, with the first subgroup 
including several cooperatives, large/medium ins-
titutions and weak mfis from immature markets 
which also negatively impact the performance of 
the whole sample as compared to the benchmark 
of the mbb.
 

graph 23
loan officer productivity
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graph 24
staff productivity
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.5conclusion
Transversal analysis
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this second study on the performance of african 
mfis was based on a much larger range of data 
in terms of the number of mfis (36 instead of 26), 
the number of evaluations completed and in terms 
of the timeframe used (3 years from 2003 - 2005). 
this increased range of data has allowed important 
observations to become apparent with regards to 
the development of the sector in africa. 
 
on the whole, the analysis shows that african 
mfis are becoming more mature and professional. 
furthermore, they have a better grasp of their loan 
portfolios and their operational costs despite re-
cent developments including the increased trend 
of disbursing individual loans, and that mfis are 
slowly seeking external funding. even though the-
se trends are apparent as far back as 2005, these 
changes have recently forced mfis to adapt much 
more rapidly than before. the main observations 
are as follows:
 
 mfis have managed to maintain their portfolio 
quality despite the emerging trend of individual 
rather than group lending (particularly in east 
africa). mfis took time to adapt to this change 
and to develop a more analytical credit methodo-
logy.

 even though the net profit margin of the sample 
mfis is still negative, it has improved over the 
last three years and is almost at the threshold of 
profitability. this positive trend is largely a result 
of an improvement in operational cost ratios.

 however, despite the overall decrease in ope-
rational expenses, the cost per borrower has 
actually increased which is probably due to the 
development of more sophisticated products 
coupled with a slow increase in the average loan 
size.

 the need to leverage capital continues to in-
crease for mfis in order for them to fund the 
growth of their loan portfolios. on a comparative 
basis, there is a greater tendency for mfis to 

seek external funding rather than to collect sa-
vings even though, proportionally speaking, mo-
bilisation of savings is improving and remains pa-
ramount (except in the mena region). this trend 
highlights the progressive inclusion of african 
mfis into international capital markets.

 as mentioned above, once mfis move more to-
wards commercial sources of funding, their cost 
of funding increases. this will have a negative 
knock on effect on their interest rates and profit 
margins especially as future developments such 
as mis updates or new product development are 
likely to negatively impact on the operating ex-
pense ratio.  
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mfi name counTry insTiTuTion
Type 

ouTsTanding
porTfolio

 usd 2005

acTive 
borrowers

2005

acep senegal 

acsi 

al-amana 

amssf 

cbdiba 

cds 

cmfl 

cms 

crédit rural 

de guinée 

cveca  

enda 

faulu uganda 

fondation ban-

que populaire 

fondation 

zakoura 

fondep 

inmaa 

kafo 

kondo Jigima 

kwft 

lapo 

mcpec 

mecref 

miselini 

nyeta musow 

padme 

pamecas 

papme 

paseca kayes 

ptf 

rcpb 

socremo 

soro yiriwaso 

ucec pala 

ugafode 

umec 

wages 

senegal 

ethiopia 

morocco 

morocco 

benin 

cameroon 

uganda 

senegal 

guinea  

mali 

tunisia 

uganda 

morocco 

morocco 

morocco 

morocco 

mali 

mali 

kenya 

nigeria 

niger 

niger 

mali 

mali 

benin 

senegal 

benin 

mali 

tanzania 

burkina faso 

mozambique 

mali 

tchad 

uganda 

niger 

togo 

cooperative 

limited by shares 

ngo 

ngo 

cooperative 

limited by shares 

limited by shares 

cooperative 

nbfi 

cooperative 

ngo 

limited by shares 

ngo 

ngo 

ngo 

ngo 

cooperative 

cooperative 

ngo 

ngo 

cooperative 

cooperative 

ngo 

ngo 

ngo 

cooperative 

ngo 

cooperative 

ngo 

cooperative 

bank 

ngo 

cooperative 

ngo 

cooperative 

ngo

34.477.107 

44.488.900 

85.247.400 

2.354.200 

 

6.352.600 

4.881.500 

46.418.400 

5.044.161 

3.298.218 

6.172.219 

3.388.500 

32.891.700 

33.231.700 

10.883.869 

1.260.400 

25.850.178 

3.797.118 

20.159.800 

3.314.300 

1.256.600 

1.353.032 

1.216.865 

510.662 

35.411.100 

30.041.236  

 

679.239 

1.893.900 

62.429.780  

5.370.470 

1.340.938 

2.515.378 

1.550.217 

969.659 

4.439.889  

18.276 

394.374 

249.531 

12.974 

 

15.856 

6.549 

43.680 

142.230 

5.943 

25.018 

24.071 

82.651 

198.301 

43.889 

6.185 

96.103 

10.825 

62.972 

43.699 

3.415 

1.360 

14.033 

4.721 

36.430 

48.181 

 

4.662 

10.064 

73.791 

6.369 

19.086 

10.686 

12.817 

2.841

6.265

SamPlE oF mFIs
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insTiTuTional
Type 

mfi name region counTry savings

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

bank 

cooperative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nbfi 

 

 

 

 

ngo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

socremo 

rcpb 

cveca 

office du niger 

kafo 

paseca kayes 

mecref 

umec 

mcpec 

acep senegal 

pamecas 

cms 

ucec pala 

acsi 

faulu uganda 

cmfl 

cds 

crédit rural 

de guinée 

kwft 

ugafode 

fondep 

fondation 

zakoura 

inmaa 

fondation 

banque populaire 

al-amana 

amssf 

enda 

ptf 

padme 

soro yiriwaso 

nyeta musow 

miselini 

lapo 

wages 

southern africa 

west africa 

west africa 

west africa 

west africa 

west africa 

west africa 

west africa 

west africa 

west africa 

west africa 

west africa 

east africa 

east africa 

east africa 

west africa 

west africa 

east africa 

east africa 

mena 

mena 

mena 

mena 

mena 

mena 

mena 

west africa 

east africa 

east africa 

east africa 

east africa 

east africa 

east africa 

mozambique 

burkina faso 

mali 

mali 

mali 

niger 

niger 

niger 

senegal 

senegal 

senegal 

tchad 

ethiopia 

uganda 

uganda 

cameroon 

guinea 

kenya 

uganda 

morocco 

morocco 

morocco 

morocco 

morocco 

morocco 

tunisia 

tanzania 

benin 

mali 

mali 

mali 

nigeria 

togo

claSSIFIcatIon oF mFI lEgal StatuS
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acep@sentoo.sn 

dg@alamana.org.ma 

n.mannaoui@amssfmc.ma 

wessel@bedc.co.za 

cifburkina@fasonet.bf 

essma@endarabe.org.tn 

faulu_uganda@faulu.com 

fcpb@cenatrin.bf 

kafojiginew@orangemali.net 

kimanthi@k-repbank.com 

danmpogole@yahoo.co.uk 

padme@intnet.bj 

pamecas@arc.sn 

vitambco@mail.leland.bj

fabio.malanchini@microfinanzarating.com 

caterina.giordano@microfinanzarating.com 

gregory@microrate.com 

damian@microrate.com 

ejavoy@planetrating.com

mia_adams_be@yahoo.com 

emma.ada@microfinance.lu 

luc.ada@microfinance.lu 

 

mfi counTry lasT name firsT name

acep 

al amana 

amssf/

micro-crédit 

beehive financial 

services 

cif 

enda inter arabe 

faulu uganda 

fcpb 

kafo Jiginew 

k-rep bank ltd 

mucoba 

padme 

um-pamecas 

vital finance

microfinanza 

rating  

microfinanza 

rating  

microrate 

microrate 

planet rating

founding member /  

consultant 

amt 

coordinator 

amt 

coordinator 

 

 

senegal 

morocco 

morocco 

south africa 

burkina faso 

tunisia 

uganda 

burkina faso 

mali 

kenya 

tanzania 

benin 

senegal 

benin

italy 

kenya 

belgium 

usa 

france

belgium 

luxembourg 

luxembourg 

 

 

loum 

abdelmounni 

mannaoui 

wessel 

ouedraogo 

ben hamida 

kakuru 

sawadogo 

sidibe 

mutua 

mpogole 

dJoi 

touré 

adJibi

malanchini 

giordano 

thys 

von stauffenberg 

Javoy

adams 

paul 

vandeweerd 

 

 

mayoro 

fouad 

nadia 

venter 

alpha 

essma 

alex 

daouda 

alou 

kimanthi 

danny 

didier 

mamadou 

wakil 

fabio 

caterina 

greg 

damian 

emmanuelle 

mia 

emma 

luc 

 

raTing
agency

counTry lasT name firsT name

amt mEmbErS

e-mail

e-mail

oTher counTry lasT name firsT name e-mail
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to further strengthen mfi’s performance in order to improve the efficiency of their 

actions and activities in terms of poverty alleviate.

  

develop the market for external performance evaluations (assessment/rating) of afri-

can mfis so as to support their growth, their development and their professionali-

sation. 

 

a legally constituted african organisation (registered in south africa), grouping to-

gether rated mfis and the evaluation/rating agencies. 

reinforced credibility of the microfinance sector in africa due to availability of both 

transparent and standardised financial information from a larger number of mfis and to 

the establishment of benchmarks between institutions.

existence of a balanced, open and competitive external performance rating market. 

mEmbEr SErvIcES 

a permanent source of information on the rating market in africa operational 

through 3 channels:

a newsletter 

a website

technical publications 

a code of conduct applied by all rating agencies active in africa

act as arbitrator to resolve any potential conflict that may arise between mfis and 

rating agencies through its grievance panel. 

offer support/counselling to any mfi in difficulty = advice/ guidance/strategy plan-

ning 

mechanisms to facilitate mfi access to external resources including:

an annual investors fair to be held in africa to bring together mfis and resource/fund 

providers (investment funds, banks and other such providers) 

 

a regularly updated database containing all data and contact details of the main 

african mfi funding providers 

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.

1.1

1.2

1.3

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.1

5.2

general obJecTive

 

specific obJecTive 

expecTed resulTs 

acTiviTies 

amt InStItutIonal ProFIlE
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PromotIonal actIvItIES / tranSParEncy and ratIng 

awarEnESS raISIng In aFrIca

 

incite a larger number of mfis to undergo a regular rating exercise and encourage 

them to join amt

organisation of regional workshops and awareness raising meetings on performance 

evaluations. s

promotion of the forum amongst a diverse range of public actors (mfis, donors, 

investors, and support bodies) through various channels including

- amt’s information system (website, a half yearly newsletter, technical studies…) 

- participate in various conferences and events held by african networks (inafi,main,  

 afmin etc.)

- others

1.

2.

3.

acTiviTies 
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